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president’s message
I am honored to take the reigns as President of ASID Illinois Chapter and am 
looking forward to working with an energized and enthusiastic new board. Great 
things happen when we work together. 

Association membership presents each of us with a choice: we can simply pay our 
dues and ask what ASID is doing for us, or we can engage with our organization 
and find out what we can do to invest in our profession. 

We have put together new program initiatives for this year that we hope will be 
relevant to you and your business. These programs aim to promote the value of 
interior design while underscoring key professional themes around why design 
matters. 

As the core of the design network we have developed ASIDEAS as a new program 
to deliver CEU’s to members. ASIDEAS CEU’s will be held twice per month 
at different venues in the city and suburbs; most at no cost to our members. 
ASIDEAS forums will be held several times a year on business and design related 
topics. Design Excellence Awards will continue to expand its focus based on 
ASID’s core values. Continue the work of ASID Gives Back, partnership with local 
charities.

In order to expand knowledge we are developing programs and partners for 
NCIDQ Prep, technology and business practices. We encourage all of our 
members to pursue professional registration. ASID IL has a new government 
affairs director who will work closely with lobbyists and legislators to further our 
right to practice. 

To develop the practice we will be reaching out to members, old and new, students, 
and emerging professionals. I encourage all of you to connect with ASID, to invest 
in our profession and to get involved.

I’m looking forward to meeting each and every one of you this year. It is good to 
be ASID.

Best Regards,

Allied ASID 
ASID Illinois Chapter President 2015/2016
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feature article

A
SID ILLINOIS INTERIOR DESIGN STUDENTS 
from Harrington College and The Illinois 
Institute of Art Chicago teamed up last fall to 
create a show stopping dining room for the 

annual Dining By Design Gala, hosted by local charity 
Design Industry’s Foundation Fighting AIDS (DIFFA). 
The ASID student member team, including Paul Ramoie, 
Michaela Bevins, Meahgan Wallace, and Tami Smallwood, 
quickly tackled what they viewed as a white wall challenge. 

Within only a few minutes, the students procured a prelim-
inary concept, a budget, solidified roles, and began seeking 
out sponsorship. Using key skills they learned in the class-
room, such as sketching and space planning, this hands-on 
experience taught the value of team work and diligence 
while under pressure and adhering to deadlines. 

Students wore their professional hats as they worked with 
representatives from Home Depot, carpenters, and electri-
cians to bring their walls and lighting to life. Once furniture 

and accessories were in place, the original vision of ‘Organic 
Luxe’ became a reality.

This experience did not come without its hurdles. With a 
strict budget, the team had to create a strategic plan and 
use its resources wisely. The limitations sparked a sense 
of creative magic as the group pulled sources and ideas 
together into a cohesive design. Without the help of our 
generous sponsors and industry partners, this wouldn’t have 
been possible. 

The final result was dubbed ‘Organic Luxe,’ dining vignette 
featuring sidewalls that framed an eclectic mix of natural 
and organic textures, from the soft to the rough. This 
contrasted with a rich accent wall that served as the focal 
point, utilizing stacked recycled shipping pallets and a 
vertical garden integrated into the wall. The concept high-
lighted the importance of recyclability, sustainability, a sense 
of nature and biophilia in the home while integrating a 
high-end luxe dining aesthetic experience.

Students Go Organic Luxe 
to Benefit Design Industry’s 
Foundation Fighting AIDS
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I
NTERIOR DESIGN EMERGING PROFESSIONALS 
came together on May 1st for Design PRO Chicago.  This 
one-day event was created to empower emerging profes-
sionals through education and networking specific to their 

diverse needs and contributions.  During Design PRO 2015, 
emerging professionals were able to explore career options 
and learn from the wide-ranging experience and passion of 
their fellow designers and industry veterans. 

The event opened with breakfast and the first session, 
PROcess, with speaker Tom Marquardt, SBID, Assoc. 
IIDA, Principal, Founder, marquardt + in the Carnegie 
Showroom.  Marquardt discussed his career path and the 
development and growth of his firm, and showcased the 
Carnegie Showroom - which he designed - as a case study 
for branded environments.  His candor and honesty were 
infectious and it was the perfect way to kick off the day.

The second session, PROfessional Development, was 
a series of roundtable discussions with designers from 
all sectors of the design industry. Hosted by the Lane 
Venture showroom, speakers included Erika Gaines, 
VP of Sales at Carnegie Fabrics, Jessica Milos, Product 
Applications Specialist at Geiger, Nadia Garafalo and 
Larry Lundy, Set Designers, Khatija Hashmy, Architect 
with the Chicago Parks Department, and Tom Segal 

of Kaufman Segal Design.  Each shared the story of 
their career’s evolution, answered questions about their 
industry segment, and offered advice to emerging profes-
sional members.  These sessions were very popular, 
prompting the EP committee to begin planning more 
roundtable events for the future.

After lunch, the group took a full tour the newly designed 
Virgin Hotel Chicago. The Virgin - a mix of modern 
touches in an historic building - is first in the world and the 
prototype for future locations. 

The day’s final session was the Keynote with speaker 
Tama Duffy Day, FASID, FIIDA, LEED BD+C, Health & 
Wellness Practice Area Leader, Principal, Gensler Chicago. 
Tama shared her expertise in, and her journey toward 
discovery of the concept of generative space – in short, 
the design of an environment with the goal of materially 
improving the health, healthcare, and quality of life for 
those who are a part of that environment. Find more infor-
mation on Tama Duffy Day and Generative Space at  
http://icon.asid.org/index.php/2014/03/24/nbm/

The EP committee thanks everyone who helped with this 
event and all who attended.  Watch for future events that 
continue to engage EP members and empower them to be 
bold and dedicated in their design careers.

Inaugural Design PRO Chicago 
Empowers Emerging Designers

Tom Marquardt, Principal 
& Founder of marquardt +, 
talked about working in design 
and how he got his start. He 
addressed DesignPro attendees 
in the Carnegie Showroom 
which his firm designed.
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ASID National CEO, Randy 
Fiser, talked about the future 
of design and its impact on 
the world

Celebration of Design Showcases
Industry Talent, Chapter Legacy, and  
Future of Design

O
N SEPTEMBER 18TH, THE 12TH ANNUAL 
Celebration of Design Gala kicked off in the 
Ivy Room at the historic Tree Studios. The 
Illinois design industry’s premier awards gala 

showcased and honored the best design projects and prod-
ucts, and the Interior Designers and Industry Partners who 
created them. The first Designer of Distinction Award was 
presented posthumously to long-time chapter member Betty 
Jo Purvis, and emerging professional, Ashleigh Lessard, 
received first Rising Star Award.

ASID National CEO, Randy Fiser, flew in from DC to 
attend the event and inspire the sold-out crowd with a 
presentation on 40 years of ASID and the importance of 
design work to humanity and the world. Finally, members 
of the ASID Illinois Gives Back committee were recognized 
for giving time, talent and resources to pro bono design 
projects throughout the year. 

Our thanks to event chair and chapter past president, 
Janet Davidsen, and committee members, Philip Chavez of 
CAI Designs, and Sharon Exley of Fun Finders, along with 
Kimberly Ecker of chapter PR firm, JoChicago, and chapter 
administrator, Janel Hyland.

And a very special thank you to event sponsors Cambria, 
Oscar Isberian Rugs, Legrand, Rohl, Colbert Custom 

Framing & Art Printing, and Artisan Electronics Group, 
in addition to media sponsors Modern Luxury Interiors 
Chicago, and Contract Magazine. Their support and partic-
ipation were invaluable.

On the next pages are the winners of the seventeen 
Design Excellence Awards presented at this year’s event. 
Congratulations to all the talented winners!

A capacity crowd was on hand to toast 2015 Design Excellence Awards 
winners during 12th Annual Celebration of Design Gala.
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M O D E R N L U X U R Y. C O M / I N T E R I O R S - C H I C A G O     C S  I N T E R I O R S      @ C S  I N T E R I O R S

MODERN LUXURY INTERIORS PROUDLY SUPPORTS

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF INTERIOR DESIGNERS.

ASPEN | ATLANTA | CHICAGO | DALLAS | HAWAI`I | HOUSTON | LOS ANGELES | MANHATTAN

MIAMI | ORANGE COUNTY | SAN DIEGO | SAN FRANCISCO | SCOTTSDALE | WASHINGTON, DC
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THANK YOU
to our  Sponsors

2015  CELEBR ATION OF DESIGN GALA
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WINNER

Fun Finders

Photo: FIU

WINNER

Perkins + Will

Photo: Tom Rossiter 
Photography

corporate offi ce 
over 10,000 sq. ft.

small contract project   
          under 3,000 sq. ft.

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
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Within a sophisticated museum setting on a modest budget, evocative art and clean, modern 
millwork blend with responsible materials and technology enhanced design principles transform a 
ubiquitous family gallery into a place of interactivity for children. This space encourages museum 
visitors of all ages to be expressive and responsible through the art of creation.

This trading firm’s offices feature a dynamic open staircase, a bustling café, a centralized game 
room and a versatile breakout and collaboration zone adjacent to the trading area space. The 
design palette reflects their Dutch roots, creating a modern European feel with clean lines, splashes 
of bold color and warm wood finishes.
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WINNER

Frank Ponterio  
Interior Design

Photo: Tony Soluri
4  |  ASID ILLINOIS

retail design

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
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The design of this golf club’s pro shop presents a refined twist to the classic sporting goods store. 
Drawing on his expertise in residential interiors, the designer created a distinctive and welcoming 
retail space boasting intelligently planned merchandise displays and luxe finishes. The result is a 
one-of-a-kind pro shop that is in keeping with the understated elegance of the club.
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WINNER

Fun Finders

Photo: Doug Snower

hospitality
        design

healthcare 
   design

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
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A stylish upscale lifestyle development in Chicago’s vibrant South Loop neighborhood is redefining 
loft living with spaces that exude urban chic. Exposed finishes, luxurious textures and patterns, and 
bespoke furnishings give discrete amenity to spaces with unique qualities, while maintaining an 
overall cohesive and industrial aesthetic.

Being “Pixar-minded”, the forward-thinking design of this growing pediatric practice makes the 
right first impression. Attentiveness to details, color, scale and a child’s needs, set the design tone, 
helping make this medical practice clean, modern and friendly; all of which demonstrate that a 
child’s health and wellbeing are taken seriously.
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WINNER

Interior Planning 
& Design, Inc.

Photo: Steve Lasker

WINNER

Graff

Photo: Graff

contract project 
by a small fi rm

fi xtures

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
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With a goal of LEED Gold certification, this inviting animal healthcare facility incorporates 
sustainable materials, healthy air quality measures, and innovative energy and water-saving 
technologies to promote the health and welfare of the patients and their human companions. 
Highly durable finishes in a soft palette facilitate a healing, yet resilient environment. Pet suites are 
individually designed with customized feature and finish packages. A separate entry and waiting 
area, as well as a play area complete with elevated walk way, scratch columns and a large two way 
aquarium helped the building earn Cat Friendly certification.

A futuristic ode to high design, the Ametis Ring is a dual-function showerhead featuring a 6-color 
LED chromotherapy lighting system, waterfall and rain shower settings. The cutting-edge design 
represents a spa-like halo, allowing water to flow gently, revitalizing the mind and indulging the 
body in a euphoric cleansing experience.
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WINNER

Leslie Jones & 
Associates, Inc.

Photo: Hedrick Blessing

furnishings

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS

ASID ILLINOIS  |  9

Ajiro Fanfare™  
Wood Veneer Wallcovering

Extraordinary Surfacing Materials  
Handmade in Chicago Since 1969

Chicago Merchandise Mart

MAYA�ROMANOFF.COM 
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A prominent, dual-purpose coffee table centered in the seating area of the reception lobby 
is harmonized with the crisp architecture of the downtown high rise. Its articulated sleek yet 
lightweight metal armature, monolithic stone and deep colored glass materialized as the dual-level 
embodiment as a protective habitat for artwork display.
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WINNER 

APEX Wood Floors 
Photo: Eric Hausman 

and Tony Soluri
10  |  ASID ILLINOIS

surfaces

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
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The European Oak Prefinished Collection flooring signals an industry innovation, marrying the 
luxury of custom with the ease of prefinished. Brought to market by an Industry Partner and 
California-based purveyor, European Oak boasts elegant design with cutting-edge craftsmanship 
and superior engineering to unite an extensive line that places equal weight on quality and beauty.
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WINNER

Ginny 
Blasco Design 
Studio, Inc.

Photo: Nick Novelli

WINNER

Frank Ponterio 
Interior Design

Photo: Kip Bulwinkle of 
Karson Photography

kitchen
   design

lighting 
design
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The addition of a new conservatory to this hundred-year-old residence in north suburban Chicago 
created the opportunity to renovate the kitchen. Cooking, food prep and dining areas were 
designed to the exact specifications for the family of five who entertain weekly and cook together 
almost daily. Special attention was given to lighting and energy efficient appliances, as well as 
maintaining the open floor plan concept with the adjoining conservatory and family room.

Inspired by Chicago’s industrial and architectural roots, the double-arm Greg Sconce highlights 
the renowned designer’s appreciation for masterly forged craftsmanship. The timeless light fixture 
captures the essence of Old World methodology with a modern sensibility, offering a versatile 
statement piece that could tastefully accent both classic and modern interiors.
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WINNER 

Fredman Design Group
Photo: Eric Hausman

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
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Recycled shipping containers combine with traditional stick-building methods resulting in this 
luxury hybrid home. A juxtaposition of wood, mixed metal and soft textural elements strike a 
fabulous balance between industrial and rustic. The designers turned the concept of sustainable 
luxury upside down to create this truly original design.
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WINNER

Fredman 
Design Group

Photo: Eric Hausman
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       3,000 sq. ft.
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NEW AND ANTIQUE RUG COLLECTIONS

Three generations old, we are a world-class importer, retailer and 

collector of handmade antique and new oriental rugs from the looms 

and size rug you can imagine, as well as the best repair and expert 

minasian.com
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WINNER
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& Design, Inc.

Photo: Steve Lasker

WINNER

Graff

Photo: Graff

contract project 
by a small fi rm

fi xtures

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS

ASID Illinois is 
on Houzz

ASID Illinois has a brand new presence 

on Houzz! By adding the ASID badge 

to your Houzz profile, you will help 

showcase your industry credibility and 

be a part of our member directory. To 

add our logo badge to your profile, 

sign in to your Houzz profile, click here to go to the ASID Illinois page, look 

on the left side and click “Add as Affiliation” just under our Members area. If 

you are not yet on Houzz, you can set up a free profile here.

http://www.houzz.com/pro/asidil/asid-illinois
http://www.houzz.com/proCenter
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Casual sophistication and approachable elegance were paramount in the design of this rustic, 
contemporary home. An undeniable relationship to nature is evident in the home, which is infused 
with natural elements and celebrates beautiful views. The result is an approachable gathering place 
that strikes a formidable silhouette on the landscape.
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WINNER

Tom Stringer 
Design Partners

Photo: Grey Crawford 
& Jorge Gera

WINNER

Sweet Pea Design

Photo: Megan Chaffi n & 
Werner Straube

    singular 
space design

showcase 
   space

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Sweet Peas Design
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Surf’s Up! Retractable glass walls, stone floors and a walk-up bar create an open air experience 
in this beachfront pool pavilion. A custom teak pool table, and cabinetry and glazed terra cotta 
moldings form a breezy backdrop to interiors that feature a collection of antique Anglo-Indian glass 
lanterns, vintage Moroccan rugs, a pair of artisan built surfboards and upholstery designed to stand 
up to wet swimsuits.

The designer and her team called this show house room the Fashion Blogger’s Retreat and 
indulged their inner fashionistas by combining haute couture with sophisticated-chic interior 
design. It’s more than an office; it’s a dressing room and a completely feminine hide-away where 
the lady of the house can escape and be surrounded by beautiful things.
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WINNER 

Tom Stringer  
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An exotic pool pavilion is the center piece of a secret garden for meditation. Commissioned by the 
designer, the pavilion was built in Bali entirely of FSC certified teak, disassembled, shipped and 
reassembled on the ocean side site. Hand hammered copper shingles and louvered shutters protect 
the interior but allow sea breezes to filter through an interior featuring Asian and Indian furnishings 
and artifacts.
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WINNER 

Studio M 
Interiors, LLC

Photo: Michael Donohue

residence project   
by a small fi rm

2015 ASID ILLINOIS DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS
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This gracious home was designed to flow from one space to the next, utilizing warm textural neutrals 
like hand-scraped wood flooring, grasscloth wallcovering, linen, leather and oil-rubbed bronze. The 
result is an open, airy retreat for both entertaining and relaxing that the clients’ young family will enjoy 
for years to come.
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A
SID ILLINOIS HOSTED ITS ANNUAL CEU EVENT, DESIGN 
Summit, on Thursday, March 26th on the 14th Floor of the 
Merchandise Mart. The CEU blitz has historically been held as a way 
to assist chapter members in achieving their continuing education 

credit requirements for the year. 

The summit keynote address given by Jeff Reuschel, Haworth Global Director of 
Design and Innovation, was entitled “Design Versus the Left Brain.” Reuschel, 
who has been with Haworth since the early 80’s remarked on the psychology of 
design, and human behavior in the workplace. 

The event also featured CEU credit from representative from Cambria, featuring 
engineered quartz products, Daltile who discussed the benefits ceramic tile and 
finally, Grohe who spoke about multigenerational shower design. 

Design Summit 2015 also featured an exhibitor expo highlighting products and 
services offered by Industry Partner members. ASID regularly partners with 
building and design industry professionals and product manufacturers to help 
members identify the best resources for their design projects. 

Each year, the leadership team of ASID Illinois looks for new ways to present as 
many CEU opportunities to its members as possible. This can include a presentation 
at an event such as Design Summit, or hosting an event in an industry partner’s 
showroom. Watch for the new monthly email listing all of our upcoming CEUs. 

Industry Partner Natuzzi Leather’s Brad Cofoid, addresses attendees 
during the Design Summit Expo

Design Summit 2015 
Offered Dynamic Continuing 
Education Units

Haworth Global Director of Design and Innovation, Jeff Reuschel, 
gave the keynote, Design versus the Left Brain
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Student Representative to the Board, Meaghan Wallace, shows 
off the first-ever ASID Illinois NeoCon Booth. Our presence was a 
big hit and several new members joined the chapter during the 
three-day show.

NeoCon 
a Networking Success!

Design professionals and industry representatives met with 
students and recent graduates at Career Exchange at NeoCon to 
share perspectives and discuss design career path options. ASID 
Illinois Membership Director, Cynthia Smith, right, answers a 
student’s questions.

Industry Partner, Allermuir, hosted a reunion of ASID members 
from across the country at an evening reception on day two. Past 
and current leadership from ASID IL attended the networking 
session. 

The very popular annual Illinois Chapter-hosted luncheon was held 
this year in the showroom of new Industry Partner, Meile. Guests 
enjoyed lunch prepared by Meile’s in-house chef, and caught up 
with colleagues and friends, including ASID national leaders, staff, 
and members from across the country.
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J
OAN KAUFMAN, PRINCIPLE OF INTERIOR PLANNING AND 
Design of Naperville, was inducted into the ASID College of Fellows 
at the ASID Annual Awards Ceremony in Boston held July 2015.  The 
honor, bestowed on less than one percent of the ASID membership, is 

granted to professional members who have made notable and outstanding contri-
butions to the profession. The recognition is not only for their work but also for 
their demonstrated commitment to ASID and to the interior design industry. 
Nominees must exhibit the highest standards of leadership.

Kaufman is a graduate of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and 
holds a Bachelor of Science in Interior Design and a Bachelor of Fine Art in Art 
History. She is a registered Interior Designer in Illinois and a licensed Interior 
Designer in Florida. Kaufman is a certified Feng Shui practitioner and incorpo-
rates the practice into her residential and commercial designs.

Kaufman served on the ASID National Board in 2013, was a National 
Committee Chair from 2011 to 2013, a Leadership Trainer in 2012, and member 
of the Audit Committee, Strategic Planning Committee, and Chapter Support 
Teams. She served as Illinois Chapter president in 2009-2010 and is currently the 
Chair of the Interior Design Board for IDFPR.

Joan joins a distinguished group of ASID practitioners to receive this honor. 
The other members previously recognized as Fellows from the ASID Illinois 
Chapter include Richard Himmel, Elizabeth Tomlinson, Betty Jo Purvis, Torwald 
Torgersen, Helen Masoner*, Joan Blutter*, and Catherine Rawson*.

(*deceased)

Joan Kaufman
Inducted into ASID College of Fellows

Joan Kaufman, center, at the ASID Fellows July induction cere-
mony with other inductees and ASID National President, Stephanie 
Clemons, FASID (far left) and ASID Chief Executive Officer, Randy 
Fiser (far right).
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I
T WAS WITH GREAT SADNESS THAT WE LEARNED OF 
the death of Betty Jo Purvis, FASID, in June, 2015. She was 
proprietor of PPM Designs in Calumet City, Illinois, and a 
longtime faithful Illinois Chapter member. In addition to 

her successful design practice, Betty Jo worked on countless 
committees, served as chapter president during National’s 
chapter restructuring, was an active participant in the ASID 
initiative known as Unified Voice, and was awarded the 
esteemed title of ASID Fellow. At Celebration of Design on 
September 18, 2015 Betty Jo was posthumously named ASID 
Illinois first Designer of Distinction. 

We will all surely miss our dear friend, Betty Jo and her exten-
sive commitment to the interior design profession.

IN MEMORIAM
Betty Jo Pourvis
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A
SID ILLINOIS GIVES BACK, THE CHAPTER’S CHARITABLE 
outreach committee, is excited to report a giant leap forward in Project 
Give-a-Hug, the pro-bono facelift of the reception area, board room, and 
kitchen at Little Friends, Inc. in Naperville. Thanks to Industry Partners 

who have recently come on board to offer products and services the project is 
currently in motion and the leadership of Little Friends couldn’t be happier. “Kristi 
Landorf, President and CEO of Little Friends, says, “Because we direct our resources 
to programs, a facelift like Project Give-a-Hug is a luxury beyond our means.”

Little Friends has lovingly served children and adults with autism and other 
developmental disabilities in the Naperville community for fifty years, providing 
a comforting welcome to families. Renovations of any type have not been done 
since the 70’s so Project Give-a-Hug has now taken on the task of upgrading and 
updating the environment for volunteers and clients. “We could not be more 
excited and grateful that the ASID Illinois design community values our clients 
and families enough to help us in this exceedingly generous way,” says Landorf, 
She went onto explain that when a family arrives at the facility, staff members do 
their best to make them feel comfortable and carry out their therapy, but inevi-
tably new clients are anxious. “So,” she says, “making our space more welcoming, 
functional and most importantly, calm is truly a gift.”

Project Give a Hug Leaps Forward
Upgrades are nearing completion at Little Friends, 
for people with disabilities

Little Friends 
Redesigned Lobby

Little Friends Lobby Before
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Altruism: It’s a Thing You  
Should Do 
Renovations are currently underway, thanks to the joint effort 
of many caring businesses and ASID IL members, but there 
is still time to get involved. Needed donations still include a 
refrigerator, range, and sink for the kitchen, window treat-
ments, flat screen TV for the boardroom, and accessories 
for the reception area. Donations are tax deductible and all 
donors will be included in press releases to the local media, 
members of Little Friends and ASID Illinois throughout 2016 
as the project reaches completion and unveiling.

Please Support These 
Charitable Businesses and IPs
DeSitter Flooring and Karndean International teamed up 
to donate all of the flooring and installation for the project, 
and Amber Leaf Cabinetry and the Countertop Factory 
are providing cabinets and countertops for the kitchen. 
Once the flooring is completed, Installation Experts, Inc. 
will install the state-of-the art reception desk donated by 
Merissa Seefried, from Desks, Inc. Installation Specialists, 
Inc. has donated their services to install the desk once the 
flooring is completed. 

These Industry Partner members join Painting in Partnership, 
Inc. completed Phase I of the pro-bono project, painting of 
the reception area and board room with paint donated by 
Benjamin Moore. Arhaus is on board to donate reception 
room furniture, Delta donated faucets and installation, and 
Pirch will donate a microwave. In addition, IP member, 
Colbert Custom Framing & Art Printing, pledged to donate 
artwork for the space once construction is complete. 

Dan McFadden of Past Basket Design, a new Industry 
Partner member, recently stepped up to serve as Project 
Manager, allowing the project to move forward at an 

accelerated rate. Roxanne Essex of Maggie’s Interiors, is 
head interior designer for the project. Committee members 
include Sonia Dumont of Atelier Jouvence Custom 
Stoneworks, Melissa Pusateri of Cambria USA, and Mike 
Lennon of Ayr Custom Cabinets and Sue Colbert of 
Colbert Custom Framing & Art Printing.

Outside company, McKay Custom Sports, pledged two 
thousand dollars to the project in cooperation with IP 
member Colbert Custom Framing & Art Printing, who will 
donate artwork for the space once construction is complete. 

To make donations, or for additional information, please 
contact the ASID Gives Back Committee: Roxanne Essex: 
Roxanne@MaggiesInteriors.com, 630-921-6226

Financial contributions: Sonia Dumont: Sonia@AJStoneworks.
com , 312-651-6080,

Melissa Pusateri: Melissa.Pusateri@CambriaUSA.com, 
312-785-0095

Additional information on Project Give-a-Hug: Sue Colbert: 
Sue@ColbertCF.com, 630-514-3971

Little Friends Kitchen Before

Little Friends Redesigned Kitchen

 Because we direct 

our resources to our 

programs a facelift like 

Project Give-a-Hug is  

a luxury beyond  

our means. 
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O
UR PRIMARY GOAL AT ASID ILLINOIS IS TO HELP 
members’ businesses grow and succeed. To that end, there are posi-
tive and exciting changes happening with ASID Illinois sponsor-
ship opportunities.

We are excited to offer a new sponsorship package tailored to your needs as 
both a sponsor and a business. This new approach to sponsorship offers more 
choice and flexibility to help meet potential sponsors’ goals and business plans. 
The plan allows sponsorship to be spread out over a year, or focused on support 
of specific events. 

Sponsorship contributions go directly to the ASID Illinois Chapter, enabling us 
to provide quality and beneficial programs and event such as ASIDEAS – our 
new CEU initiative, the Design Excellence Awards, and DesignPro, as well as our 
recently revamped member communications.

As we work on behalf of our membership to assert the importance of all interior 
design, we are grateful for the continued generous commitment and support of 
sponsors and trust this new program will make your sponsorship more relevant 
and possible.

If you haven’t seen the new sponsorship package, contact the ASID office. And 
if you’re already participating, thank you. The success of our chapter and the 
future of interior design are forged from the contributions and support of our 
members and partners. 

Thanks too for the hard work of our sponsorship committee, Chapter President, 
Carol Stolt, Chapter Past President Patricia Bailey, and Chapter Industry 
Partners Patricia Mace, Legrand, Sue Colbert, Colbert Custom Framing & Art 
Printing, Joe Barrett, Barrett’s Technology Solutions, and Mike Lennon, Ayr 
Custom Cabinetry.

New Sponsorship Program 
Tailored to Sponsors’ Specs
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